
 

 

Association: North Eastern 

Round: 9 

Date:  2nd July, 2022 

 

Match between: BBH V Eudunda Robertstown 

 

A1 

Result: BBH 36 v Eudunda Robertstown 56 

An intense game from the get-go with BBH’s Amelia Rasheed applying pressure in the mid court 

allowing BBH goalies to convert several intercepts. Strong defence from BBH was not enough to stop 

accurate shooting from Georgina Pfitzner. BBH’s Kloe Berryman was outstanding in her positioning, 

shooting and rebounds against such tall Southern Saints defenders. 

 

A2 

Result: BBH 31 v Eudunda Robertstown 53  

Saints started with a strong defensive game. Mem Dunstan and Olivia Schiller played four strong 

quarters of netball. BBH making changes each quarter and showing some great passages of play. 

Accurate shooting by Saints giving them a win. 

 

B1 

Result: BBH 28 v Eudunda Robertstown 29 

The Southern Saints determination allowed them to have a four goal lead at quarter time. BBH 

responded with accurate shooting by Amy Berryman and tight defence by Sam Quinn and Kelly 

Devine, closing the gap and taking a one goal lead at the main break. BBH’s four goal advantage at 

three quarter time was not enough as Saints twins Emily and Sarah Jaeschke provided strong drives 

down the court. The Saints got a late goal taking the win by one. 

 

B2 

Result: BBH 43 v Eudunda Robertstown 28  

Both teams started with strong defence which made it hard for the goalies to score. The third 

quarter saw BBH take control of the game with Flick Stockman and Megan Rayson combining and 

finishing off the intercepts from Mel Cooper and Jessica Cousins in defence. Saints came out strong 

in the last quarter with strong defence from Elise Shephard but left their run too late with BBH 

coming up with a good win. 

 

C1 

Result: BBH 18 v Eudunda Robertstown 37 

A physical game with plenty of whistle. Saints goalies Jodie Mosey and Maddi Ah Chee were accurate 

goalies giving BBH defenders Meg Malchya and Claire Hall opportunity to show their talents. Brittany 

Henry played well in centre for BBH. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



C2 

Result: BBH 69 v Eudunda Robertstown 6 

Both teams played well but exceptional shooting from BBH GA Lauren Donhardt saw BBH run away 

on the scoreboard. Charlize Mosey for Saints was strong through the midcourt. Both teams joined 

together for final cheers in a great show of sportsmanship. 

 

15U 

Result: BBH 19 v Eudunda Robertstown 37 

Both teams started the game very evenly. The windy conditions proved a tough challenge for all 

goalies. Saints GD Matilda O’Brien was consistent all game providing the Saints with many 

opportunities which were converted to goals by Maddison Ah Chee. BBH worked hard with several 

position changes throughout the game. Evelyn Klem and Bree Tiver worked tirelessly in defence, but 

Saints proved too strong on the day. 

 

J1 

Result: BBH 26 v Eudunda Robertstown 22 

Both teams started well with Saints capitalising on turnovers and taking the lead in the first quarter. 

BBH settled in well with quality passages of play. Emmylou Cooper and Annabelle Quinn from BBH 

controlled the centre court and fed beautifully into the attacking third, resulting in BBH taking the 

lead by one at half time. Leni Geister from Saints applied defensive pressure all game, but BBH 

managed to maintain their lead and win by four. 

 

J2 

Result: BBH 9 v Eudunda Robertstown 18 

BBH started well with some new combinations. Strong and well times leads by Kaidance Tippet 

helped with a three goal lead.  Experienced mid courter Leni Geister controlled the court and 

accurate shooting by Zoe Neal enabled Saints to gain a six goal lead at three quarter time. BBH were 

held scoreless in the last quarter. 

 

J3  

A great start by both teams. Good defence by Saints Bailee Dyer and Grace Jenke. BBH had a lot of 

changes allowing the girls to try different positions. BBH’s Maddy Harvey shot well with Lucy Quinn. 

Saints played hard all game. 

 

J4  

No game 

 

J5  

This week’s game was a very even contest. Great shot to start from Marlee Kotz and good defence 

from Sienna Thamm.  Mayah Opperman was also great in defence for BBH. Good passing in BBH’s 

attack with good skills in the second quarter. Good skill and movement from Saints Nellie Mepstead. 

Both teams shooting well in third quarter. A lovely game of great sportsmanship in freezing 

conditions. 

 

 

 

 

 



Match between: North Clare v RSMU 

 

A1  

Result: North Clare 42 v RSMU 61 
Rooster Stacey Mugge shot accurately from the first whistle as the early part of the game was goal 
for goal. RSMU GS Sophie Griffiths' height while holding at GS was a great target that North found 
hard to combat. By the first break, the Hawkettes had a five goal lead. Throughout the midcourt, 
Rooster Chelsea Panoho kept her team in the game while Abby Griffiths pulled off some great 
intercepts as RSMU crept steadily ahead. RSMU capitalised on North's unforced errors throughout 
the third quarter to put them up by 15 going into the last break. North tried a changeup of positions 
in the last quarter, but RSMU were too strong all over the court. 
 
A2 

Result:  North Clare 40 v RSMU 51 

A great start by RSMU with goalies Rachael McInerney and Zoe Hier shooting very accurately. North 

Clare came back in the second quarter playing with more confidence and capitalising on their 

turnovers. Great defensive pressure by RSMU who made it hard for North Clare’s goalies. Chloe 

Cross played a great last quarter for North Clare with some great turnovers. RSMU was too strong 

for a well-deserved win. 

 

B1  

Result: North 46 v RSMU 34 

RSMU came out firing with GA Tegan Przibilla shooting accurately. North Clare’s Ella Smith kept the 

pressure up in the first quarter to keep North Clare in the game. A hard tussle in the second quarter 

by both teams meant the game was equal at half time, 18 all. Sharp shooting by Jess Lloyd and 

Renee Scott in the third quarter saw Roosters take the lead at three quarter time. A strong finish by 

both teams in a tight fought battle.  

 

B2  

Result: North 49 v RSMU 40 

A strong contest by both teams. North Clare’s young mid court did a good job bringing down the ball 

into attack. Both teams capitalised well on loose balls. North Clare came out with the win in a tight 

fought game played in great spirit by all players.  

 

C1 

Result:  North Clare 16 v RSMU 33 

A fast pace start by both teams with RSMU moving the ball down the court resulting in Molly 

Goodfellow shooting well. Great defensive pressure by North Clare's defenders Lisa Kligner and 

Tegan Maher created many turnovers that struggled to be converted. At quarter time RSMU lead by 

two.  RSMUs Nicky Hannaford stopped the North Clare goalies in the second quarter and Madi 

Przibilla was strong in the mid court. North Clare came out fighting in the last quarter with Morgan 

Earle working the ball down the court but RSMU's lead was too big. 

 

 



 

C2  

Result: North 28 v RSMU 23 

RSMU began well with Amanda Vandeleur’s strong centre drive making it extremely difficult for 

North Clare to score. In the second quarter there was even netball from both sides with lovely 

passages of play. The scores were still level at half time. North Clare made changes with Tildy 

Gwynn-Jones a game changer in the mid court creating many opportunities for her team to score. 

North Clare's fight back in the second half of the game managed to secure them a five goal win. 

 

U15  

Result: North Clare 25 v RSMU 66 

Although there was a big difference on the scoreboard, both teams did make some lovely passages 

of play. RSMU’s Mia Parkinson provided some strong defence and brought the ball down the court 

well. North Clare’s Amelie Smith was consistent throughout the game, providing the Roosters with 

lots of opportunities. North Clare continued to apply pressure down the court however RSMU’s 

accurate shooting and defensive pressure proved them too strong.  

 

J1 

No Game 

 

J2  

Result: North Clare 4 v RSMU 28 

RSMU started the game with strong shooting from Emily Linckers and Emmison Heinrich, who 

continued this accuracy throughout the game. The first quarter was a relatively even contest, with 

Edwina Callary running hard in centre and Tesha Jaeschke taking some good intercepts. The score 

was not reflective of the competitiveness of the game, with both teams playing some good hard 

netball but RSMU managed to convert at a higher percentage. 

 

J3  

A strong start from North Clare's defence with Sophie Meaney and Zoe Lynch producing many turn 

overs out of the RSMU goal ring. RSMU's Georgia Dixon in the centre saw RSMU create great 

attacking opportunities. The game finished with a tight and exciting contest during the last quarter. 

 

J4  

RSMU's circle defenders worked hard in the goal ring. North Clare's goalies Lucy Ward and Olive 

Hombsch shot some lovely goals. RSMU moved well in the mid court with Phoebe Rowett working 

well in centre.  

 

J5  

North Clare's Macey Wilson played a steady game and concentrated while shooting her goals. Sarah 

Victor and Violet Wood had lots of intercepts throughout the entire game for the Roosters. RSMU’s 

defence pressure increased when Pippa Miller and Ruby Neumann put more pressure on North 

resulting in turnovers which their team converted to goals. 

 



Match between: BSR V Blyth-Snowtown 

 

A1 

Result: BSR 34 v Blyth Snowtown 46 

Tigers mid court combined well toiling all game with great work by Bec Moyne and Sophie Ashby. 

Maggie Hentschke and Georgia Mills too strong in defence providing the Cats with more 

opportunities and the win.  

 

A2 

Result: BSR 45 v Blyth Snowtown 44 

An even first quarter with accurate shooting by Tessa Weckert. Cats took a one goal lead into the 

second quarter with Courtney Moller and Mollie Duffy providing many opportunities for the Tigers. 

Third quarter Cats change their line up, but the Tigers kept their composure only allowing a two goal 

difference at three quarter time. A very thrilling game to watch with many turnovers and a skilled 

netball on display with Lucy Dare rising to the occasion when it counted under the post.  

 

B1 

Result: BSR 28 v Blyth Snowtown 41 

A very even first quarter with Nikita Morgan intersecting many balls and giving her team lots of 

opportunities with Blyth Snowtown up by one at quarter time. The second quarter was tight all over 

the court. Darcy Cousins rebounded strongly in GK, and Elise Honner gave her team drive and 

direction. Blyth Snowtown still one up at half time. Blyth Snowtown scored 16 goals in the third 

quarter to increase their lead to 11 at three quarter time. BSR matched up better in the last quarter 

but Blyth Snowtown’s lead they created in the third quarter was too much to peg back.   

 

B2 

Result: BSR 31 v Blyth Snowtown 53 

Great passages of play by both teams in the first half saw Blyth Snowtown up by only three goals. 

BSR defences worked very hard, but Blyth Snowtown were too good on the day winning by 22. 

 

C1 

Result: BSR 23 v Blyth Snowtown 29 

Blyth Snowtown started well with strong shooting by GS Kimberley Hoepner taking an early lead by 

seven goals. A very even last three quarters saw BSR peg a few goals back, with great defensive 

pressure by Monique Robson.  

 

C2 

No Game 

 

15U 

Result: BSR 25 v Blyth Snowtown 19 

A very tight and even game. Both teams took many intercepts. BSR’s C, Alice Wheaton fed the ball 

well into Sophie Goode and Brooke Witcombe. Blyth Snowtown’s GA Chloe Jamieson moved well in 

the ring making it hard for BSR defenders. BSR fought hard in the final quarter to come away with a 

six goal win.   

 

 

 



J1 

Result: BSR 15 V Blyth Snowtown 30 

Great determination was shown by both teams. Accurate shooting and passing gave Blyth Snowtown 

a strong lead. Tigers tried to claw back with strong defence by Jess Sommerville and Taylor Jones, 

Ava White and Lucy Nichollas however Skye Ebsary, Kartia Altmann and Trinity Schultz got Blyth 

Snowtown the win.  

 

J2 

No Game 

 

J3 

No Game 

 

J4 

A close game, played with a lot of determination. Blyth Snowtown’s attacking was very consistent. 

BSR had to work hard all throughout the court. In the end the game was quite even with both sides 

having to work hard.  

 

J5 

A great morning for netball. Blyth Snowtown started the game strong with accurate passing and 

intercepts. BSR persisted with fantastic defensive pressure and passages of play.  

 

 

Match between: Min Man V South Clare 

 

A1 

Result: Min Man 25 v South Clare 32 

A real contested first quarter with swift movement down the court by both teams. South goalies 

shot accurately giving them the lead at quarter time. Steadier court play by Min Man in the second 

quarter saw them capitalise on some turnovers, but the Demons kept the lead at half time. The third 

and fourth quarter saw the Eagles fighting hard, with full court pressure creating some turnovers, 

but in the end the Demons were too strong and worked hard to keep the lead for the entire game. 

A2 

Result: Min Man 39 v South Clare 41 

Both teams came out firing in their indigenous colours with strong defence from both ends causing 

turnovers and errors. Half time saw Min Man up by one caused by great pressure from Olivia Hadley. 

South Clare’s goalies were very accurate allowing them to come even at three quarter time. Final 

quarter was strong by both teams with great fight by both Lucy Nicholls and Jade Chapman. With a 

great fight from both teams South Clare were able to come away with a two goal win.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



B1 

Result: Min Man 41 v South Clare 28 

Another strong start for Min Man taking advantage of defensive turn overs, converting them straight 

to goals. Hard fought contest through the middle by both teams, bringing the physicality.  South 

Clare determined to hold Min Man’s lead, with accurate shooting helping them to claw back & keep 

the score at 19 - 13 by half time, Min Man in the lead. Change in both the defence and goaling end 

on Min Man’s side to shake things up helped them add to their lead and stop South Clare’s run on. 

Min Man ahead by only eight at three quarter time they had some work to do to secure the 

win. South Clare not giving in with a hard-fought contest but Min Man’s determination to get fingers 

on each ball lead to them being the ultimate winners.  

B2 

Result: Min Man 38 v South Clare 30 

South Clare started strong making it hard for Min Man to score. Min Man made changes going into 

the second quarter to hold the lead by six at half time. An even fought second half with both teams 

playing good netball. Min Man held their lead to come away with a hard-fought win.  

 

C1 

Result: Min Man 40 v South Clare 10 

A messy start from both teams with wayward passing and injuries before the game settled. A strong 

game from both South Clare GK Kelsey Inglis and Min Man GK Chelsea Couch with many intercepts 

at either end of the court. The score didn't reflect the game play, but Min Man played a great team 

game for four quarters and took a strong win. 

C2 

Result: Min Man 42 v South Clare 15 

Min Man took an early lead with good defending in the ring by Lily Weedon and Tyla Quick. Strong 

defence saw the ball move back down the court. South defended well in the ring, Annabella Kruger 

and Anna Edwards defending well in the second quarter limiting Min Man’s goals. Min Man’s mid 

court players moved the ball well throughout the centre court to create a good flow into the goal 

ring. 

15U 

Result: Min Man 51 v South Clare 21 

A great start by both teams saw good, contested netball with great defence by Daisy Duncan and 

Larni Cook. Second quarter saw great attacking netball by Min Man with goalies Charlie Ross and 

Indiana Mitchell shooting well. Min Man increased they lead by 16. Second half saw South Clare 

make some changes with Poppy Wilson creating some great defensive transitions down the court 

allowing their goalies more of the ball. Scarlett Liebelt-Seymon shot well for South Clare, but Min 

Man were too strong on the day.  

 

J1 

Result: Min Man 6 v South Clare 39 

A good strong first quarter by both teams chasing the ball and getting it to the goals, South Clare 

were up by three goals. Lots of court play with strong determination from both Min Man and South 

Clare in the second quarter. Second and third quarter also saw some great defending by Min Man’s 

GD Bridie Mitchell and strong goal shooting by South Clare’s GS Bianca Muir and GA Tatum Giles. 

Min Man made some changes in the final quarter, but South were too strong and took the win. Well 

done by both teams. 



J2 

Result: Min Man 41 v South Clare 12 

After a competitive start to the first quarter Min Man gained a lead despite South Clare being hungry 
for the ball. After a few South Clare position changes in second quarter, Min Man secured a 12-goal 
lead with Chloe Ackland shooting well and Amelia Duncan intercepting well in centre. South Clare 
defenders Regan Smith and Tiarna Wastell tried to hold Min Man back, but Min Man secured a win 
overall.  

 

J3 

An exciting first quarter for both teams with strong passing and shooting by South Clare. Min Man 

tried hard with great defence and good teamwork.  The final quarter allowed for the opportunity to 

swap around with South Clare making for some even and enjoyable play. 

J4 

Close first quarter with some strong plays by South Clare’s attack.  A competitive second quarter 

with strong defence by Min Man. A fast third quarter with lots of turnovers and some great shooting 

by South Clare’s Sammi McCarthy.  It was a highly competitive last quarter by both sides.      

 

J5 

In the first quarter Eliza Stockman read the play well gaining intercepts. Min Man were adapting to 

some changes but by half time they had found their flow. South Clare’s play was fluent and with 

strong defence followed by lots of intercepts. A very good game by both teams.  

 

 


